Sculp // Julian Hosp

We have a lot of exciting news for 2012 season, as we
have improved various aspects of CrazyFly kites, boards
and accessories. Through our constant search for
innovation and latest technologies, we are once again
able to present you with top quality kiteboarding
equipment. Last year was quite intense for our R&D
team and we are pleased to present some of our best
work.
We are all extremely proud of our brand new Sick bar,
which is the first bar ever to be produced in Europe.
This bar is made 100% from European materials and
components. Following the CrazyFly’s philosophy of
producing highest quality products, I could not wish for
anything better than having the bar production in house
and completely under control. We also believe that the
new Sick bar is the lightest and strongest bar on the
market, as the bar itself is made only from Carbon
material.

Keeping our focus on important details, we have
improved the shape of the kites without touching the
aspects, which were already at their best level. By
playing with different shapes and aspect ratios of the
kites, we have managed to take the performance of the
kites a step further. In CrazyFly, we always seek highest
possible product build quality and this year, we
introduced stronger and safer pulleys and bridle
systems.
Another specialty for this season is the introduction of
new Razor fins. We have designed them with very thin
profile to cut easily through water, prevent drag and
make our boards faster. Razor fins are made from
DuPont® high quality polymer filled with fiber glass
fibers. This material is also used in aerospace
technologies and provides extreme durability, light
weight and superior strength.
Of course, there is more news to look for in our
extensive 2012 product range. Enjoy reading and good
winds to you all.

general manager
kite designer
board designer

11 years of kiteboarding,
Quality you can trust.

7m, 9m, 11m, 13m
Sculp is a high performance kite
suitable for almost every rider. It
performs exceptionally well in so
many aspects. Sculp is amazing for
freeride with unbelievable upwind
ability and it is superb for freestyle
because of its huge hang time and
speedy profile for quick kiteloops.
This kite is perfect for riders looking
for a comfortable freeride kite and
also for riders looking to progress in
their freestyle skills. Sculp is all
about fun, power, speed and performance.
Sculp is a three strut and four line
SLE kite with original flat delta shape
designed by CrazyFly. Sculp has
instant turning responses, reacts to
inputs immediately and feels like
there is no distance between the
rider and the kite. Due to its speedy
profile and light weight provided by
the 3 struts construction, Sculp is
able to cut extremely fast through air
and generate loads of power. With
such quick responses and speed,

BEGINNER

As with all CrazyFly products, Sculp
stands for the highest standards of
quality, whether it is materials,
manufacture, finish quality or design.
Sculp comes complete with brand
new Sick bar, new kite bag, pump,
safety leash and a small repair kit.

INTERMEDIATE

FREESTYLE / FREERIDE

BEGINNER / EXPERT

PRICE LEVEL

powered kite loops or going for huge
hangs in the air is a piece of cake with
this kite. Sculp is a perfect tool to for
progressing from simple tricks to
un-hooked freestyle tricks. Simple
relaunch of this kite will make the
learning process much easier and
quicker as Sculp pops up in the air
almost automatically. With its very
wide wind range and excellent
upwind abilities Sculp stands out
from the crowd.

EXPERT

RED

BLUE

GREEN

BLACK

Freeride and freestyle,
high performance kite

FREERIDE / FREESTYLE

Sculp // Raptor Pro LTD // Julian Hosp

5m, 7m, 9m, 11m, 13m
Slash is a very unique kite that offers
overall ease of use while providing
very high performance. With huge on
the bar depower, every rider will feel
comfortable on this kite. Slash is a
five line and five strut kite with
C-shape feeling. This year, Slash is
equipped with one pump system.
Slash is not a pure old fashion C kite,
although it has all the advantages of
it. Slash can be easily and safely used
by intermediate because it offers
huge on the bar depower. Even
though there is a vast power potential
that comes with Slash, it is up to the
rider to decide how much power will
be unleashed and the kite is perfectly
under control at all times. Slash has
super easy relaunch and the 5th line
is not necessary for relaunch at all.
Just pull on one of the front lines and
Slash pop up to the air almost
automatically. With a five line system
and no bridle Slash has instant
control
and
extremely
quick
reactions. Slash has huge pop,

BEGINNER

There are two basic set ups, freestyle
and wakestyle. Freestyle set up
allows higher depower, but cuts a bit
of power at the high end. Wakestyle
set up allows Slash to have the most
power it is able to deliver, but on the
other hand there is not as much
depower possibility as with the
freestyle set up. Once again this
feature allows the rider to choose
and stay in control.
As with all CrazyFly products, Slash
stands for the highest standards of
quality, whether it is materials,
manufacture, finish quality or design.
Slash comes complete with brand
new Sick bar, new kite bag, pump,
safety leash and a small repair kit.

INTERMEDIATE
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PRICE LEVEL

steady pull and massive kiteloops
come with ease because of its speedy
profile.

EXPERT

RED

BLUE

GREEN

BLACK

C-shape feeling for
freeride and freestyle

FREERIDE / FREESTYLE

Slash // Pro Tour Model // Julian Hosp

7m, 9m, 11m, 13m
MooWii is a perfect all round kite with
great performance and value for
money. It is a 3 strut and 4 line SLE
kite with original flat delta shape
designed by CrazyFly. Due to its
shape and design the MooWii kite is
able to deliver a good all round
performance with slower and forgiving reactions. MooWii has perfect
flying abilities, is very stable in the air
and turns very smoothly. With its
slower reactions, it is easily
controlled and therefore it is very
forgiving to the rider's mistakes. This
kite has super easy relaunch
because of its geometric shape. Very
low inputs are necessary to get
MooWii back in the air as it
relaunches almost automatically.
MooWii generates great power and
provides more than enough hang
time for pulling off some tricks.
These are the reasons why the
MooWii is a perfect tool for those
riders looking for progress and for
those looking for a kite with good
performance for great price. Due to

BEGINNER

As with all CrazyFly products, the
MooWii stands for the highest
standards of quality, whether it is
materials or manufacture. MooWii is
the perfect combination of great
value, high quality and performance
for irresistible price that anyone can
afford.
MooWii comes complete with bar –
MooWii version, new kite bag, pump,
safety leash and a small repair kit.

INTERMEDIATE

FREESTYLE / FREERIDE

BEGINNER / EXPERT

PRICE LEVEL

its performance properties stated
above, MooWii is a great kite for
snowkiting. MooWii is all about
smooth rides, comfort and safety.

EXPERT

RED

BLUE

GREEN

Smooth flying,
comfort and safety

FREERIDE

MooWii // Shox Custom // Julian Hosp

SLE

MODERN C-SHAPE FEEL

Supported leading edge – is the usage of
more line connections (bridle system) to
support the leading edge, evenly spread
power, increase flight stability and ease
the relaunch.

High speed turning C-kite feel with huge
on the bar depower, so every rider can
feel comfortable on this kite.

SICK BAR
Brand new Sick bar is made 100% in
Europe. It is a full carbon monococuqe
tube. It features Sick click push away
safety system, which can be quickly
triggered as well as assembled.

4 LINE SYSTEM
Simplicity with all necessities. Instant
control and easy relaunch even with four
lines due to the shape of the kite. Much
easier set up on the beach and less
tangles.

FLAT DELTA SHAPE
Originally designed by CrazyFly for top performance user friendly kites with high performance,
automatic relaunch, wide wind range and
comfortable flight.

ONE PUMP SYSTEM
Easy way of inflating the kite quickly with the
same pressure throughout the kite.

BAT TRAILING EDGE
The Bat shape of the trailing edge
minimizes flat and stretches the kite
nicely all the way. Double Layer of Mark
Cloth on the trailing edge ensures long
life of your kite.

SPEED PROFILE STRUTS
Learning from the airplane and wing
design industry we came up with a
special speed profile of the struts. This
profile shape increases the speed of the
kite rapidly.

5 LINE SYSTEM
The fifth line added some extra spice to
bring the performance to the highest
possible level. 5th line is not necessary
for relaunch and works as a safety line.

5 STRUT DESIGN
Top performance freestyle kite needs a
strong construction and a firm feel for
powered unhooked kiteloops.

EASY RELAUNCH
Perfect for all riders. Easy control and
comfort results in longer hours of riding.

Just pull on one front line and kite pops
right back in the air. Every rider trying to
learn new things will appreciate the
simple and quick relaunch of a kite.

QUICK TURNING RESPONSE

LOW PROFILE WING TIPS

Speedy profile and light weight of the
kite enables the kite to cut faster
through air. Special bridle and lines set
up provide instant response of the kite to
rider's inputs. It feels like there is not
distance between the rider and the kite.

This shape feature of the wing tips gives
the kite lower air resistance and enables
the kite to fly faster. The low profile wing
tips cut through air with minimum
resistance and the rider has more
control over the kite.

LIGHT BAR PRESSURE

3 STRUT DESIGN
Reduces the weight of the kite and increases
performance. Due to the shape and high quality of
materials the kite is strong enough even with 3
struts only.

SWIM PROOF PULLEYS
Brand new pulleys from Ronstan with higher quality and 100%
safety in the open waters. The Pulley has a line going through,
so even in the rare case of emergency when the plastic breaks
you are still connected with the lines. The kite is able to fly at
all times, which makes it 100% safe to ride in open waters.

Technology driven,
precision built kites

4 lines, 5 lines // 45cm, 52cm
The Sick Bar is a very revolutionary
bar, that meets not only all security
standards, but provides the rider with
a very functional part connecting him
or her to the kite!
The Sick bar is coloured red and
white, where white being on the right
side, thereby scratching out any
confusion with the bar sides for any
beginner or even advanced rider after
a crash. The grip is unprecedented,
as it provides especially a lot of
strength when holding on to it, with
its 3D noppy shape.

BRAND NEW

The Safety system has been
improved even further, and the
push-away release works in any
condition, no matter if wet, sandy,
dirty or snowy. It produced great
release-power-values when tested in
laboratory standards. It is easy to
reach, and the red color can be
distinguished very fast in an
emergency situation.
The virtual 5th line goes through the
chicken loop, and could get attached
into the loop for freestyle riders going
for a lot of unhooked tricks. When
released, the bar slides up on the 5th
line to the stopper ball, and the kite
lies on the water totally powerless.
This safety system is proven to be one
of the best and most efficient ones on
the market and provides great safety
with easy-reassembly potential.
The above the head Depower works
very easily and is totally intuitive. Pull
down the cord for depower, lift it up a
little and release for more power.
The lines are tested and offer great
security with minimum stretching
parameters!

Full carbon monocoque one piece bar.
High modulus aerospace carbon fibre.

PUSH AWAY SAFETY SYSTEM

AUTO POSITION CHICKEN LOOP

• Easy and quick to trigger
• 100% collapse of the kite

• Always in the right position
• No problems to quickly hook back in

ULTRA LIGHT WEIGHT

FULL CARBON MONOCOQUE
ONE PIECE BAR

• Full carbon tube on the sides for light
weight
• Solid center for extra strength
• The bar itself weighs 230g only (carbon
bar, diamond grip and bar ends)

• High modulus aerospace carbon fibers
• Extreme strength and durability
• Ultra light weight

ABOVE THE BAR DEPOWER SYSTEM

PRE - STRETCHED TOP QUALITY LINES

• Easy and quick to depower the kite
• Everybody can reach it

• Low elongation
• Pre - stretched flying lines with heavy
load

Sick CLICK safety
system assembling
• Easy and quick to assemble
• Comes handy in deep water
or troubles in waves

Proudly Made in Europe
Brand new CrazyFly Sick bar is the
first and only bar made 100% in
Europe from only European materials and components. The bar itself is
a full carbon monococuqe tube with
solid center for extremely light
weight and superior strength.

It features a brand new Sick click
push away safety system, which can
be quickly triggered as well as
assembled. To check all the features
of this new bar, watch the video – It's
just sick!

Sick CLICK safety system,
full carbon one piece bar

SICK BAR

Sick Bar

BOARDS

Freeride and freestyle,
high performance kiteboards

130x40, 134x41
Pro Tour is the freestyle machine in CrazyFly range of
boards. Everything on this board is designed and built
for freestyle and aggressive riding. Latest innovative
materials with highest quality and perfectionism in
details can be seen on all the parts of this board.
Pro Tour is quite a stiff board with explosive pop, so you
can really load it for newschool freestyle tricks and nail
them with ease. It offers wide stance to provide extra
stability in difficult landings. Unique design of Pro
Comp Pads and Straps provides maximum lock in. It is
hard to lose the board with these bindings, so there is
more time to focus on your tricks. Brand new Razor fins
with ultra thin profile enhance the speed and early
planning.
This year, we have used a brand new technology from
the composite materials industry, called Spread Tow
Carbon Fabric. This new carbon fabric provides more
strength at lighter weight compared to traditional

FREESTYLE / FREERIDE

BEGINNER / EXPERT

PRICE LEVEL

carbon weaves. Spreading the carbon yarn into very
thin tapes enables the fabric to be thinner and nicely
stretched all the way. Thinner carbon fabric is of course
lighter, but the perfect stretch of the yarn also provides
extra strength. We have been working with carbon
material for well over 15 years and this material has no
substitute. To give this carbon even a better look, we
added a slight layer of aluminum powder on the carbon
fabric. It just looks incredible on the sun.
Pro Tour is not suitable for all riders. It is aimed at
experts and Pros who are looking for a stiff board with
explosive pop and wide stance for stable landings.
Pro Tour Model comes complete with Pro Comp Pads
and Straps, Quick Fix II mounting system and new
Razor fins.

Ruthless hard power,
the freestyler's choice

FREESTYLE

Slash // Pro Tour Model // Julian Hosp

127x38, 127x40, 132x39, 132x41, 132x43, 137x41, 137x43
Raptor Pro has been in our range for quite some and it
is still one of the most popular boards we manufacture.
This full carbon freeride and freestyle board with
astonishing performance is simply a living legend.
Crazy Flex Tips technology, developed by CrazyFly, is
integrated in Raptor Pro. Latest innovations in composite materials allowed us to produce ultra thin tips which
are extremely flexible and very strong. Crazy Flex Tips
make the board very comfortable and extremely
responsive. They generate much more pop and provide
the softest possible landings. You can really load up
this board and it really pop you up in the air.

intermediate, advanced and Pro riders who are looking
for a high performance freeride board, powered carving
and a lot of pop for jumps. Even though this board is
designed more for freeride, it will not let you down by
any means, if you push it harder to perform freestyle
tricks. Brand new Razor fins with ultra thin profile
enhance the speed and early planning.
Raptor Pro features an elegant carbon fiber look,
special 3D metallic colors and comes complete with
Dura pads, Quick Fix II footstraps, handle and new
Razor fins.

This board is suitable for high performance freeride,
but if you step on the gas pedal, Raptor Pro has enough
power for freestyle tricks. Raptor Pro is aimed at

FREESTYLE / FREERIDE

BEGINNER / EXPERT

PRICE LEVEL

Top performance
freeride and freestyle

FREERIDE / FREESTYLE

Sculp // Raptor Pro // Julian Hosp

132x41, 136x41
Raptor LTD immediately became the top selling
CrazyFly board of last year. It is a masterpiece in every
aspect of it: attractive carbon design featuring,
Gullwing Double Concave shape, unbelievable performance and ultra light weight. Raptor LTD is a high
performance freeride & freestyle board in CrazyFly’s
range.
This board has a unique Gullwing Double concave
shape combined with full carbon construction and
strong CNC shaped tip to tip wood core, which provide
amazing control of flex, stiffness and pop. Due to the
shape, Raptor LTD handles chop extremely well. Say
goodbye to water splash, as the concave channels
direct the water exactly where it belongs – away from
the rider. This board has a lot of grip for easy upwind
and loading up jumps.

FREESTYLE / FREERIDE

BEGINNER / EXPERT

PRICE LEVEL

Crazy Flex Tips make the kiteboard very comfortable
and extremely responsive. They generate much more
pop and provide the softest possible landings. You can
really load up this board and it just explodes when
popping you up in the air. Brand new Razor fins with
ultra thin profile enhance the speed and early planning.
Overall, Raptor LTD is a very well balanced board high
performance board with stunning design and a lot to
offer.
Raptor Pro features an elegant carbon fiber look,
Gullwing Double Concave shape and special 3D metallic colors. It comes complete with Dura pads, Quick Fix
II footstraps, handle and new Razor fins.

Top performance freeride
and freestyle enhanced by
double concave bottom shape

FREERIDE / FREESTYLE

Sculp // Raptor Pro LTD // Julian Hosp

132x41, 133x43, 136x41
Shox Custom is an ultimate upwind machine for
freeride with soft to medium flex for comfortable rides.
This year, it features a brand new Double U Concave
Bottom shape with Custom Wood Construction. The
performance of Shox Custom has once again reached a
new level.

Unlimited number of different construction layups
allows us to tune flex, stiffness and pop to the desired
levels and Shox Custom offers a very good balance
between these elements. We increased the flex of Shox
Custom to make it very comfortable for smooth freeride
and gave more than enough pop for pulling off tricks.

The new Double U Concave Bottom shape increases the
overall all-round abilities of Shox Custom. With this
shape, Shox Custom became the ultimate chop eater
and the upwind ability of this board is just amazing.
Together with the upgrade in performance, we have
changed the look of this board. Only Shox Custom
features a custom hand pickled paint job spread
directly on the wood core. This paint job is one of a kind
in the industry. Brand new Razor fins with ultra thin
profile enhance the speed and early planning.

Shox Custom is designed for intermediate and
advanced riders looking for a very comfortable freeride
board. This year, it featues a brand new Double U
Concave Bottom shape, Custom Wood Construction
and a unique hand pickled paint job. Shox Custom
comes complete with Dura pads, Quick Fix II footstraps,
handle and new Razor fins.

FREESTYLE / FREERIDE

BEGINNER / EXPERT

PRICE LEVEL

New make up outside,
great performance inside

FREERIDE

Sculp // Shox Custom // Julian Hosp

130x41, 135x39, 135x41
New school freestyle, wakestyle, aggressive riding and
extra loads of pop are the first phrases in Bulldozer's
dictionary. This board is shaped and constructed to be
pushed hard and it delivers amazing performance on
water.
Bulldozer has a unique construction layup combining
Uni Directional Carbon and Multiaxial Fiber Glass. This
construction generates loads of pop, but does not make
the board too stiff. Wide stance options, perfectly
suitable for freestyle, provide more stability in difficult
landings. Brand new Razor fins with ultra thin profile
enhance the speed and early planning.
Crazy Flex Tips Technology, developed by CrazyFly, is
integrated under the hood of Bulldozer. New technologies in composite materials allowed us to produce ultra
thin tips which are extremely flexible and very strong.

FREESTYLE / FREERIDE

BEGINNER / EXPERT

PRICE LEVEL

Crazy Flex Tips make the kiteboard very comfortable
and extremely responsive. They generate much more
pop and provide the softest possible landings. You can
really load up this board and it just explodes when
popping you up in the air. Wide stance options, perfectly
suitable for freestyle, provide more stability in difficult
landings.
Bulldozer is designed for intermediate to advanced
riders looking for a high performance freestyle board
with loads of pop.
Bulldozer comes complete with Dura pads, Quick Fix II
footstraps, handle and new Razor fins.

New school freestyle, wakestyle
and aggressive riding

FREESTYLE

MooWii // Bulldozer // Julian Hosp

Sculp // Girls // Dina Muldasheva

132x39

This board is built with a strong CNC shaped tip to tip
wood core enhanced with carbon fiber reinforcements,
which give the board a lot of pop. Multi axial fiber glass
allows the tips to flex and provides comfortable
landings. Sum it up all together and you get an amazing

board for girls freestyle competitions and aggressive
riding with a beautiful girls design. To make you feel
like you own another piece of jewelry, we have used
special glitter paint Brand new Razor fins with ultra thin
profile enhance the speed and early planning.
Girls Pro board is designed for girls who are looking for
a high performance freestyle board with a lot of pop.

Specially designed for girls
GIRLS PRO

FREERIDE

Girls Pro board is designed for girl’s freestyle competition. It is one of the few high performance freestyle
boards designed for girls on the market. Everything on
this board is custom tailored for the needs of the most
beautiful group of riders. This includes small S-size
straps, optimized stance, graphics as well as balanced
flex and pop.

127x38, 132x39, 135x41

Comfort, style and performance are the
ground base of the Girls board. It has
always been specially designed for girls
with proper adjustments to fit the most
beautiful group of riders.

FREESTYLE

Girls board is quite unique in its details and
everything is customer tailored to fit the
needs of girls. This includes small S-size
straps, optimized stance, graphics as well
as balanced flex and pop. Girls board is
not only special in the design, but also in
the construction. Combination of finest
selection tip to tip CNC Shaped Wood Core,
Multi Axial Fiber Glass and ABS Rails
create a great balance of flex, stiffness and
pop. Softer flex provides very smooth and
comfortable riding, soft landings and eats
up chop very well. To make you feel like
you own another piece of jewelry, we have
used special glitter paint. Brand new Razor
fins with ultra thin profile enhance the
speed and early planning.

FREESTYLE / FREERIDE
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GIRLS

If you are looking for a high quality kiteboard which
performs well, looks cool, and remains at a very attractive price level, then Allround 2011 is your best choice.

is the reason why so many kiteboarding schools use
this board. Brand new Razor fins with ultra thin profile
enhance the speed and early planning.

Allround is a very comfortable board with soft flex,
great upwind ability and quite a lot of pop. It is
constructed from three main elements, namely, finest
selection tip to tip CNC Shaped Wood Core, Multi Axial
Fiber Glass and ABS rails. These three elements of
highest quality enable this board to deliver unbelievable
performance on water. Allround construction is
designed to fit a wide range of riders starting with
beginners and finishing with intermediate riders. This

This year's design features transparent paint with cool
graphics and sick timber look. The board is equipped
with Dual Density EVA pads, Quick Fix II footstraps ,
handle and new Razor fins.

135x46, 145x44, 145x48
Cruiser was, is, and always will be a light wind machine. The name of
this board explains it all. Cruising around, having fun and enjoying the
ride even in the lightest winds. Of course, this board can handle a lot
more than that.
Due to its unique core construction combined with extremely light
layers of carbon, Cruiser Pro can also be ridden with some amount of
aggression. Very well balanced medium flex of this board suits
intermediate and advanced riders. Board rides comfortably in choppy
waters, has flat rocker and narrower tips which make it an incredible
light wind board.

Cruiser has the lightest and strongest wood core reinforced with
carbon, which makes the board very light even at its bigger sizes.
Brand new Razor fins with ultra thin profile enhance the speed and
early planning. Excellent upwind abilities and comfort are other major
benefits of Cruiser.
This board comes complete with Dura pads, Quick Fix II footstraps,
handle and new Razor fins.

CRUISER PRO

LIGHTWIND

135x40, 138x40, 138x43, 145x41, 145x48

High quality for reasonable price

FREERIDE

CRUISER LW

Light wind
machine
FREESTYLE / FREERIDE
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154x44

Nuke is a brand new board in CrazyFly range of
kiteboards. It is specially designed for wakestyle riding
in parks, powered sliding, jumping off kickers and
aggressive riding. Nuke’s construction is reinforced to
take the beating of riding in wakeboard binding.
The rocker line is designed for better downwind pop,
easier popping of wave kickers and easier high speed
landings. Progressive Flex Tips technology provides the
extra whip on the load ‘n’ pop tricks. Nuke is
constructed from 3T Full Wood Core combined with
extra layers of Uni Directional Carbon and Multiaxial
Fiber Glass for bullet proof strength and durability.

135x48

Nuke is reinforced in the center with Uni Directional
Carbon for stronger feel and dynamic power.

This year, we are proud to introduce a brand new CrazyFly Skim board.
Skim board is purely designed for fun in lighter winds.

Nuke is equipped with specially designed 1 cm slider
fins. These fins offer perfect control of the board when
approaching a kicker or slider, whilst once on the
obstacle you can enjoy all the smoothness of a flat
bottom shape.

Strapless design provides unlimited possibilities for exploring new
tricks and stance positions. If used with fins, Skim has very nice
upwind even in light wind conditions. To experience a nice skate feel,
try riding without fins. Skim is also a fun tool to play with in smaller
waves. Carve them up or use as kickers for strapless tricks. Whatever
your riding style and level is, Skim is always fun to play with.

This board is designed to be used with wakeboard
bindings only and it has many inserts positions to fit
most of the wakeboard bindings. Nuke is supplied only
with special slider fins.

Skim board is produced with full wood core, Multi Axial Fiber Glass
construction and ABS sidewalls. This construction provides comfortable medium flex. Skim has a flat bottom shape for easy early planning
and with our brand new ultra thin Razor fins, this board is really quick.
Skim board features a beautiful transparent wood core design with
funky graphics. It comes complete with self sticking EVA footpad and
Razor fins. With the self sticking EVA footpad, every rider has the
choice of riding strapless with waxed deck or riding with the footpad.

LIGHTWIND

134x41, 137x42, 140x43

Real wakestyle board for parks

WAKESTYLE

Playful lightwind fun
FREESTYLE / FREERIDE
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5’8’’, 6’0’’, 6’2’’
Taurin is designed for small and medium waves. With fish tail and quad
fins, this board is really superb for cutting tight turns. Taurin is also a fun
tool to play with in light winds.
Takii is designed for medium waves and also as a fun light wind board. It
has quad fin set up and fish tail for cutting tight turns. It is a speedy
board with a lot of control.

WAVE

Thunder is designed for big powerful waves. With round tail and thruster
fins, this board has amazing control. If you want to ride with tons of
power in high speed turns with your board under control, then Thunder
is the only choice.
All three boards are constructed using the latest Bamboo wood
sandwich construction. Bamboo overcomes wood with its natural
durability, elasticity and is exactly what is needed for superior wave
boards. It still remains nature friendly, as bamboo grows extremely fast.

TAKII 6’0’’ x 19.5’’

THUNDER 6’2’’ x 17.5’’

Comes with fins,
straps and self
sticking EVA pads.
It’s your choice of
riding with waxed
deck or riding
with the footpad.

Agility and response
in waves

JULIAN HOSP

BORIS JUDIN

Austria

Serbia

KI HWAN KWON

PETR "PECHI" PECHACEK

South Korea

Aruba / Czech Republic

THORSTEN HANS TRIPP

JONATHAN MARSH

Singapore

USA

JEFF HOWARD

THOMAS GAUNT

USA

United Kingdom

CHRISTIAN ZWEERS

HARUN RASHID

Bonaire

Singapore

TAURIN

5’8’’ x 19’’

Quality you can trust

PROGRESSIVE FLEX TECHNOLOGY

CRAZY FLEX TIPS

VIBRA KILL

Flex on the board increases from the
center towards the tips. This technology
provides natural flex of the whole board
and balanced pop.

New technologies in the fast developing
composite industry enabled us to build
extremely thin tips with amazing flex and
strength. These tips make the board
comfortable, dynamic and super poppy.

Vibra Kill system damps the shocks from
water and vibration of the board during
riding. It makes the ride smoother and
saves your knees.

GREAT POP

These boards provide extra loads of pop
to pull off tricks.

EXPLOSIVE POP
You can really load up this board and it
just explodes when popping you up in the
air.

LOADS OF POP
You can still squeeze great amounts of
pop from this board, even though it is not
the pop machine.

FLAT BOTTOM
This bottom shape has superior gliding
performance, but does not provide as
much grip as the concave shapes.

DOUBLE U CONCAVE BOTTOM
SINGLE CONCAVE BOTTOM

UD CARBON

GULLWING DOUBLE CONCAVE
SPREAD TOW CARBON
A revolutionary innovation in carbon fabric manufacturing. This brand new carbon weave brings
more strength and lighter weight compared to
traditional carbon weave.

Gullwing Double concave shape provides amazing
control for cutting powered turns and anyone can
feel like a Pro in making transitions. This shape
offers much more grip for upwind, difficult landings
and generates more power when loading a jump.

High tensile strength Uni Directional
Carbon fibers make the board lighter
and provide extra pop.

CNC SHAPED WOOD CORE
3T FULL WOOD CORE

MULTIAXIAL FIBER GLASS

Tip To Tip wood core has no joints,
maintains wood's natural flex properties, and is incredibly light. The rider can
enjoy a light board with excellent flex
and pop properties.

Due to multiaxial fibers the board has
more flex in torsion and still remains
very strong, as the fibers reinforce it in
multiple directions.

3D ABS RAILS

BEVELLED ABS RAILS

ABS is a high strength, very durable
thermo-plastic material. These rails are
CNC shaped and hand fine finished to
give them a nice round shape. At the end
ABS rails are polished by hand.

ABS is a high strength, very durable
thermo-plastic material. These rails are
CNC shaped and hand polished.

PRO COMP PADS AND STRAPS

RAZOR FINS

FULL CARBON CONSTRUCTION
Based on our ten years of experience in building high quality
kiteboards with top performance, we simply believe that
carbon fibers are irreplaceable. Carbon fibers are ultra light
and at the same time extremely strong. This material is very
dynamic and it returns instantly to its original shape after being
stressed, which provides loads of pop in carbon fiber boards.

These fins are Razor sharp. We have designed them with very
thin profile to cut easily through water, prevent drag and make
the boards faster. Razor fins also provide flex to some extend,
which allows for comfortable carving and transitions. Lots of
R&D has been put into invention of this incredible material.
Razor fins are made from DuPont® high quality polymer filled
with fiber glass fibers. This material is also used in aerospace
technologies and provides extreme durability, light weight and
superior strength. Razor fins are supplied with all 2012
kiteboards.

Concave bottom and 3D ABS rails make
carving and transitions smooth. The
board is very stable and easier to
control.

Double concave shape provides amazing
control, eats up chop and the board
gains better upwind performance. This
shape offers stability in difficult landings
and generates more power when loading
a jump.

Pro Comp Pads and Straps provide
maximum lock in. These bindings create
a feeling of riding in wakeboard
bindings, but still offer the possibility to
pull out your feet in difficult situations.

Core is one of the most essential
elements in every kiteboard, therefore
we choose only finest selection wood
cores for all CrazyFly kiteboards. To
have precisely shaped cores of highest
quality we are using a CNC machine to
cut the outline and drill holes of all
cores.

CUSTOM HAND PICKLED PAINT JOB
Only Shox Custom features a custom
hand pickled paint job spread directly on
the wood core. This paint job is one of a
kind in the industry.

DURA PADS
Extremely durable pads produced form
highest quality EVA material. Layers of
EVA create softest cushion under heel.
There are no dents under heels even
after years of riding.

ULTIMATE DIAMOND GRIP
This technology ensures perfect water
outflow from the pad to provide more
grip.

QUICK FIX II

CUSTOM WOOD CONSTRUCTION

S-SIZE STRAPS

With Quick Fix II you can mount the
straps faster and easier than ever
before. Straps can be adjusted to the
right size in seconds.

This year Shox has a brand new custom
wood core construction and only
specially selected pieces of wood can be
used for Shox cores.

Smaller size straps designed for people
with smaller feet.

FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:
FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:
FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

130x40
134x41
2.4 kg
2.6 kg
1000
1050
42 / 46 / 50 cm
VERY STIFF
PRO COMP
PRO COMP
5 cm RAZOR FINS
3T FULL WOOD CORE
SPREAD TOW CARBON
CONCAVE
SPEED
NEW SCHOOL, FREESTYLE

132x39
2.5 kg
570
38 / 42 cm

137x42
3.1 kg
850

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

132x39 132x41
2.4 kg
2.5 kg
740
740
38 / 42 / 46 cm

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

137x43
137x41
2.6 kg
2.7 kg
740
750
38 / 42 cm

FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

MEDIUM
QUICKFIX II “S” SIZE
DURA PADS
5 cm RAZOR FINS
3T FULL WOOD CORE
UD CARBON / FIBER GLASS
CONCAVE
MEDIUM
GIRLS FREESTYLE
COMPETITION

134x41
2.9 kg
850
WAKE

127x38 127x40
2.3 kg
2.4 kg
750
750
38 / 42 / 46 cm

140x43
3.2 kg
850

MEDIUM
NO
NO
1.5 cm G10
3T FULL WOOD CORE
UD CARBON / FIBER GLASS
FLAT
WAKE
WAKESTYLE

FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:
FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

34 cm
13.5’’

132x43
2.6 kg
760

MEDIUM, CRAZY FLEX TIPS
QUICKFIX II
DURA PADS
5 cm RAZOR FINS
3T FULL WOOD CORE
FULL CARBON
CONCAVE
SPEED
FREESTYLE, FREERIDE

132x41
136x41
2.5 kg
2.6 kg
800
750
38 / 42 / 46 cm
MEDIUM, CRAZY FLEX TIPS
QUICKFIX II LTD
DURA PADS
5 cm RAZOR FINS
3T FULL WOOD CORE
FULL CARBON
GULLWING DOUBLE CONCAVE
SPEED
FREESTYLE, FREERIDE

132x41
133x43
2.8 kg
3.0 kg
650
680
38 / 42 / 46 cm

136x41
3.0 kg
700

MEDIUM
QUICKFIX II
DURA PADS
5 cm RAZOR FINS
3T FULL WOOD CORE
UD CARBON / FIBER GLASS
CONCAVE
HIGH SPEED
FREERIDE

37 cm
14.5’’

38 cm
15’’

40 cm
15.5’’

41 cm
16’’

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:
FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

42 cm
16.5’’

46 cm
18’’

130x41
135x39
2.6 kg
2.5 kg
800
700
42 / 46 / 50 cm

127x38
2.3 kg
580
34 / 38 cm

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

132x39 135x41
2.45kg 2.7 kg
550
540
38 / 42 cm

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:
FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

135x41
2.7 kg
750

MEDIUM, CRAZY FLEX TIPS
QUICKFIX II
DURA PADS
5 cm RAZOR FINS
3T FULL WOOD CORE
UD CARBON
CONCAVE
SPEED
NEW SCHOOL, FREESTYLE,
AGGRESSIVE RIDING

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

50 cm
19.5’’

135x40
2.5 kg
520
40 cm

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

138x40
2.6 kg
470
40 cm

138x43
2.8 kg
520

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

145x41
2.8 kg
420
40 cm

145x48
2.9 kg
550

FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

VERY FLEX
QUICKFIX II “S” SIZE
DURA PADS
5 cm RAZOR FINS
3T FULL WOOD CORE
FIBER GLASS
CONCAVE
MEDIUM
FREESTYLE, FREERIDE

135x46 145x44
2.6 kg
2.9 kg
900
600
38 / 42 cm

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

145x48
3.2 kg
770

MEDIUM
QUICKFIX II
DURA PADS
5 cm RAZOR FINS
3T FULL WOOD CORE
FULL CARBON
FLAT
SPEED
FREERIDE

FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

VERY FLEX
QUICKFIX II
DURA PADS
5 cm RAZOR FINS
3T FULL WOOD CORE
FIBER GLASS
FLAT
ALLROUND
FREERIDE

154x44
3.5 kg
600
37 / 41 cm
MEDIUM
QUICKFIX II
DURA PADS
5 cm RAZOR FINS
3T FULL WOOD CORE
FIBER GLASS
FLAT
SPEED
FREERIDE

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:
FLEX:
STRAPS:
PADS:
FINS:
CORE:
CONSTRUCTION:
BOTTOM SHAPE:
SCOOP ROCKER:
RIDING STYLE:

135x48
2.6 kg
MEDIUM
NO
SELF STICKING EVA
5 cm RAZOR FINS
3T FULL WOOD CORE
FIBER GLASS
FLAT
SPEED
FREERIDE, FREESTYLE

SPECIFICATIONS

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

SIZE:
WEIGHT:
STIFFNESS:
STANCE:

DIMENSIONS:

130x40

130x41

134x41

135x39

135x41

132x39

134x41

137x42

140x43

132x41

133x43

135x40

136x41

138x40

138x43

FREERIDE

ALLROUND

ALLROUND

ALLROUND

ALLROUND

ALLROUND

SHOX CUSTOM

SHOX CUSTOM

SHOX CUSTOM

NUKE

NUKE

NUKE

GIRLS PRO

BULLDOZER

BULLDOZER

BULLDOZER

PRO TOUR MODEL

PRO TOUR MODEL

FREESTYLE

WAKESTYLE

145x41

145x48

RIDING STYLE:

FREESTYLE / FREERIDE

LEVEL OF RIDING:

BEGINNER / ADVANCED / EXPERT

WIND CONDITIONS:

LIGHT / MEDIUM / STRONG

WEIGHT OF RIDER:

70 kg / 80 kg / 90 kg

FLEX:

SOFT / MEDIUM / STIFF

DIMENSIONS:
RIDING STYLE:

FREESTYLE / FREERIDE

LEVEL OF RIDING:

BEGINNER / ADVANCED / EXPERT

WIND CONDITIONS:

LIGHT / MEDIUM / STRONG

WEIGHT OF RIDER:

70 kg / 80 kg / 90 kg

FLEX:

SOFT / MEDIUM / STIFF

PRICE LEVEL:

127x38

127x40

132x39

132x41

132x43

137x41

137x43

132x41

136x41

127x38

132x39

135x41

135x46

145x44

145x48

LIGHTWIND

SKIM

CRUISER LW

CRUISER PRO

CRUISER PRO

CRUISER PRO

GIRLS

GIRLS

GIRLS

RAPTOR PRO LTD

RAPTOR PRO LTD

RAPTOR PRO

RAPTOR PRO

RAPTOR PRO

RAPTOR PRO

RAPTOR PRO

RAPTOR PRO

RAPTOR PRO

FREERIDE /
FREESTYLE

PRICE LEVEL:

154x44

135x48

DISTRIBUTORS
ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA
40 Knots
tel: 001 268 788 9504
40@40knots.net

CYPRUS
Kitesurf Cyprus
tel: 0035 7999 16 386
jimhollands@hotmail.com

IRELAND
Kiteessence
tel: 00353 8709 90111
info@kiteessence.ie

NAMIBIA
Walvis Bay Wind
tel: 00 49 172 38 39 604
andreas.huebner@superkabel.de

SEYCHELLES
Hermann Holst
tel: 00248 526 187
hermann@visioncare-sey.com

TURKEY
Kite Academy Turkey
tel: 0090 530 776 8154
info@kiteacademytr.com

ARGENTINA
Fabio Ambrogna
fabioambrogna@hotmail.com

CZECH REPUBLIC
Best Kites s.r.o.
tel: 00420 604 269 820
honza@kites.cz

ISRAEL
KiteStore
tel: 009725 463 07 106
info@kitestore.co.il

NETHERLANDS
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com

UKRAINE
Yura Manuylov
tel: 00380 674 860 486
manuylov@ukr.net

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com

ITALY
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com

NEW ZEALAND
Anabatic Kiteboarding
tel: 0064 098 898 001
info@anabatic.co.nz

SINGAPORE
Kitoons Asia
tel: 0065 93 851 331
info@kitoons.asia

DENMARK
Kitedanmark
tel: 0045 6062 51 51
info@kitedanmark.dk

JAPAN
Hiro Modegi
tel: 0081 335 522 060
hiro_m@taimeiken.co.jp

NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
Kiteboarding Bonaire
tel: 00599 786 6138
info@kiteboardingbonaire.com

SLOVAKIA
Crazy Fly s.r.o
tel: 00421 32 743 42 72
info@crazyflykites.com

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Shamal Kitesurfing
tel: 00971 50 768 92 26
astrid@shamalkitesurfing.com

SLOVENIA
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com

UNITED KINGDOM
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com

EGYPT
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com

JORDAN
Aqaba Surf Center
tel: 00 962 79 577 3935
hatem.mansur@yahoo.com

NORWAY
Sideshore
tel: 0047 982 24624
lars@sideshore.no

SOUTH AFRICA
Surfers Ballito Bay
tel: 0027 828 222 810
info@kitesurfers.co.za

URUGUAY
Darwind
tel: 00598 94 410551
info@dar-wind.com.uy

KAZAKHSTAN
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com

PANAMA
Machete Kites
tel: 00507 667 477 72
info@machetekites.com

SOUTH KOREA
Kihwan Kwon
tel: 0082 51 207 3700
kihwankwon@hotmail.com

USA
PKSdistribution.com
tel: 001 361 883 1473
brent@prokitesurf.com

PHILIPPINES
Islakite
tel: 0063 36 288 5352
info@islakite.com

SPAIN
Windsurfers Paradise
tel: 0034 937 510 320
info@windparadise.com

VENEZUELA
Coche Kite Sports Center
tel: 0058 414 794 2133
kitesurfchris@hotmail.com

POLAND
Easy Surf Shop
tel: 0048 61 653 31 92
info@easy-surfshop.pl

SWEDEN
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com

VIETNAM
KiteNSurf
tel: 0084 1267 194 923
kitensurf@gmail.com

ARUBA
Kitesurfing Aruba
tel: 00297 733 15 15
kitesurfingaruba@hotmail.com
AUSTRALIA
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com
AUSTRIA
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com
BELARUS
Anatoli Andreyev
tel: 00375 296 575 598
and@open.by
BELGIUM
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com
BELIZE
KiteXplorer
tel: 0050 163 54 967
info@kitexplorer.com
BRAZIL
Vandals
tel: 0055 21 2491 4751
poli@rajabra.com.br
BULGARIA
Bars Ltd., Nikolay Dimitrov
tel: 00359 888 505 640
tarfa@mail.bg
CANADA
PKSdistribution.com
tel: 001 361 883 1473
brent@prokitesurf.com
CANARY ISLANDS
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com
CABO VERDE
Surf Zone
tel: 00238 9978 804
rodirodman@gmail.com
COSTA RICA
Kiteboarding Costa Rica
tel: 011 506 267 610 45
kitecostarica@hotmail.com

FINLAND
Kitetirri Tmi
tel: 00358 405 404 513
kitetirri@gmail.com
FRANCE
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com
GERMANY
Surfer’s Paradise
tel: 0049 5036 98 81 19
contact@surfers-p.de
GREECE
Bit Of Salt
tel: 0030 228 404 2757
bitosalt@otenet.gr
GUADELOUPE
Turkoise Kites Cool
tel: 00590 690 431 551
tkcool@wanadoo.fr
GUAM
Gravity
tel: 00671 787 0800
gravityguam@gmail.com
HONGKONG
Kitesurf4ever
tel: 00852 69 76 70 77
kiteboarding4ever@yahoo.com
HUNGARY
Surfstation
tel: 0036 309 579 9299
info@surfstation.hu

LATVIA
DDE kaitborda apvieniba
tel: 00371 291 264 97
reinis@dde.lv
LITHUANIA
UAB Xpro Grupe
tel: 00370 686 339 93
darius@xpro.lt
MALTA
Surf Sail
tel: 00 356 2152 3225
surfsail@go.net.mt
MAURITIUS
Yoaneye
tel: 00 230 7378296
info@yoaneye.com
MEXICO
PKSdistribution.com
tel: 001 361 883 1473
brent@prokitesurf.com
MOLDOVA
Gals.md
tel: 00 373 690 101 01
info@gals.md
MOZAMBIQUE
List of dealers on:
www.crazyflykites.com

WE ADVISE YOU TO REGISTER YOUR CRAZYFLY PRODUCT ON:

PORTUGAL
Gustykite
tel: 00351 96 0070 107
info@gustykite.com
QATAR
Qatar Kiteboarding
tel: 00974 55 90 0300
tloomne@hotmail.com
ROMANIA
H2O Sports
tel: 00407 22 30 23 25
itache@h2o.ro
RUSSIA
Vladimir Kutsenko
tel: 00372 627 5880
vladimir@flysurfer.ee
SERBIA AND MONTENEGRO
Kiteloopcenter
tel: 00381 638 05 58 62
kiteloopclub@yahoo.com

SWITZERLAND
Freestyle-Shop
tel: 0041 344 222 101
info@freestyle-shop.ch
TAHITI
Alex Decian
tel: 00689 545 989
adqnahoata@mail.pf
TAIWAN
Spot X-sport
tel: 00886 988 005427
tony@spot.com.tw
THAILAND
Kitesurf Thailand
tel: 0066 89 529 2050
willy@kitesurfthailand.com
TUNISIA
Globalkite
tel: 00216 97 270 931
info@globalkite.com

www.crazyflykites.com/register

Crazy Fly s.r.o. has the right for changes and modifications of the shown products.
© CrazyFly Kiteboarding 2011.
All rights reserved.
CrazyFly is a registered trademark.

Crazy Fly s.r.o.
gen. M. R. Štefánika 19
911 01 Trenčín
Slovakia

tel: 00421 32 743 42 72
fax: 00421 32 743 42 73
info@crazyflykites.com
www.crazyflykites.com

QUALITY YOU CAN

TRUST

